Cybersecurity Services
Who We Are

Protecting Your Critical Assets

G2 Ops, Inc. (G2 Ops) recognizes the necessity

Cyber activism, cyber crime and cyber

to protect sensitive information while executing

espionage are threats. All organizations face a

business. G2 Ops applies the expertise and

multitude of threats and threat actors desiring

experience of our professionals, drives

to gain unauthorized access to sensitive data

innovation via disciplined process-‐ based

such as IP, PII, CDI/CUI or PHI. Today’s threat

execution and delivers excellent customer

landscape demands greater diligence in

service as the foundation to developing long-

determining relevant risk to the organization,

term cybersecurity partnerships with our

and enabling security controlsto prevent, detect

clients. G2 Ops provides services to the federal

and respond to cyber threats.

government, commercial clients, city and state
When IT organizations fail to prevent or detect

governments, and colleges and universities.

breaches, it’s commonly due to evasion of

Our Services Objective

existing controls, insufficient funding, lack of

G2 Ops partners with clients to provide

in-house expertise or lack of third-party vetting,

strategic and tactical cybersecurity consulting

according to a 2014 Ponemon Institute study.

services, define clear governance to establish a

It is imperative that organizations continuously

sound security program, deliver operational

evaluate their existing cybersecurity programs

guidance and verify organizational security

(people, processes and technology) to ensure

posture. In addition to bringing our proven

their security posture remains vigilant in the

cybersecurity expertise, G2 Ops leverages

battle against these cutting-edge threats.

Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) and
advanced analytics to measure risk and
prioritize remediation efforts. Our services have
delivered value to Department of Defense
clients, as well as a wide range of public and
private sector businesses and higher education
organizations.
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Our Proven Methodology

We deliver a strategic security roadmap that

The G2 Ops methodology incorporates years of

includes a gap analysis in addition to a

cybersecurity experience in government and

prioritized layout of short-, mid-and long-term

private sector. G2 Ops follows an established

recommendations to align your investment

process to learn about your organization,

with your organizational security goals,

determine your strategic goals and assess your

resulting in outcomes that enable an agile

existing environment.

business model while protecting brand
reputation, sensitive data and financial health.

G2 OPS METHODOLOGY

IDENTIFY

Security strategy for
today and tomorrow,
and evaluate existing
people, process and
technology
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MEASURE

PRIORITIZE

Compare existing
controls against
industry or regulatory
requirements
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Develop remediation
strategies based on
impact to business
operations
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ACT

Partner with clients
to guide execution of
the Strategic Security
Roadmap
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